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Northern Beaches

Our Northern Beaches Tour shows off a secluded
paradise within a city. With stunning beaches,
beautiful national parks, sparkling waterways and a
laid back beach culture, it would be difficult to find a
comparison elsewhere in the world.

Blue Mountains

Want to walk with wild kangaroos?

Visit the Blue Mountains, an amazing world heritage
listed wilderness at the door of a world-class city. This
massive natural wonderland is brimming with
sandstone cliffs, deep green forested valleys
and fresh clean mountain air.

Come track down kangaroos in the wild with us.
We head to the Blue Mountains or outer Sydney
where we normally see as many as a dozen
kangaroos, playing, eating, sleeping, etc
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If you prefer, we can take you to a town where
Eastern Grey kangaroos hop freely through
town. We often see them jumping down the
streets or in people’s gardens.
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What to bring with you
Bring comfortable walking shoes, hat, sunscreen,
sunglasses, camera, water bottle and a jacket. At
over one kilometre above sea level. it is generally
about 6 degrees cooler that Sydney city.

WILD
KANGAROOS

Want to see kangaroos in town?
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Track down kangaroos in the wild
Visit an area where cars appear to roll uphill
Listen for bellbirds
Ride the world’s steepest railway
Admire The Three Sisters (Echo Point)
See aboriginal paintings
View amazing scenery & beautiful waterfalls
See glow worms in an old railway tunnel
Visit Jenolan’s limestone caves

Visit Sydney’s amazing rock pools
Walk on a deserted beach
Look for native lizards
Visit Sydney’s famous suburban beaches
See Aboriginal carvings
Explore Sydney’s bushland
See Summer Bay from Home and Away
Walk to a lighthouse
View the Sydney skyline at night
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Options include:

Options include:

